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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed. 
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Test Pilot



JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uiscussed an airplane's various airspeeds, starting with observed airspeed, which is what we pilots read on the airspeed indicator. Applying the correction for the instrument (or



speed enables you to accurately calculate t r u e a i r -



Airspeed Accuracy



speed, which is important



for cross-country (and fuel requirement) planning, and to know what you should read on the airspeed indicator to achieve that true airspeed. You'll also use this



Calibrating your airplane's airspeed system



gauge) error to the observed airspeed gives us



indicated airspeed, and correcting indicated airspeed for position error gives us calibrated airspeed. Correcting the errors caused by the high-altitude effects of compressibility and flying at a fast airspeed gives us an airplane's equivalent airspeed, and applying the correction for density altitude yields the true airspeed. And to determine our ground speed, we apply a wind correction to our true airspeed.



ED KOLANO •



Knowing the relationship between observed and calibrated airspeed enables you to accurately calculate true airspeed.



observed-calibrated correla-



tion for airspeed limits such as the m a x i m u m f l a p extension speed, w h i c h u s u a l l y is given as a cali-



brated airspeed. As discussed in January, the pitot/static system plumbing causes the error between indicated and calibrated airspeeds. Variations in the static pressure circuit account for



most of the installation or position errors because it's supposed to sense only ambient air pressure, which is



why static ports are usually perpendicular to the airplane's longitudinal you determine through a flight test, (nose-to-tail) axis. and this month we'll explain in deYou've seen these ports on the tail one technique for calibrating sides of the fuselage or the pitot your installed airspeed indicating speed with its calibrated airspeed, system and mention a few other you can also eliminate the gauge tube, and, obviously, a sideslipping techniques. Because most homebuilt correction. Not worrying about the airplane changes the perpendicular airplanes don't fly high or fast instrument error is reasonable be- relationship—and pressure—the enough to worry about the effects of cause you want the practical infor- static system senses. In a sideslip, the compressibility, you can assume mation, how the calibrated airspeed upwind port senses some ram air, your calibrated and equivalent air- corresponds to the observed airspeed the downwind port senses a lower you read on your airspeed indicator. pressure, and both cause erroneous speeds are the same. K n o w i n g the relationship be- airspeed readings. (Some planes have If all you're interested in is correlating your airplane's observed air- tween observed and calibrated air- static ports on both sides of the fuseOf all the airspeeds, only one do
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altitude, where it's easier to accu- feet—and still get an accurate time rately time your start and finish hack at the checkpoints. point passage. To remain out of Smooth air is essential for good ground effect, plan to fly lower data. Usually early morning is the than two wingspans above the best time for calm conditions, and ground. A flat course also helps you the sun's low position ensures that maintain a constant airspeed—an your shadow won't be under you. essential test requirement—and The FAA recommends less than 10 avoid a climb or descent. knots of wind for this test, but I'd Terrain features should be consis- stick with less than 5 knots with no tent to avoid anything that could gusts. The faster the wind speed, the cause a variation in airspeed or alti- less accurate your data will be. Limtude, like a shoreline or abrupt drop- iting test day wind to 5 knots enoff. Your course should have clearly sures even direct crosswind effects identifiable start and finish points. on your data will be less than 0.5 You don't want to be searching for knots. Calm is best. that special tree in the forest flying The location of your airplane's in this risky environment. Plan your center of gravity shouldn't affect course so your checkpoints are to your data, but the airplane's gross the side of your track. This will make weight can. The heavier the airit easier to "hack" your time as the plane, the higher angle of attack it leading edge of your wingtip passes must fly to generate the lift equal to Ground Course the checkpoint. the weight. Because higher angles of The tried and true ground course Consider selecting a course where attack create stronger upwash and method is straightforward. You time you can easily see your airplane's downwash around the wing, which how long it takes to fly a known dis- shadow. You can get a much more can affect the pressure the static tance, use the time to determine accurate time hack by noting when port senses, weight can have an inyour ground speed, and then correct your shadow passes the checkpoints, fluence in your calibration. To check the speed for air density because or better yet, a straight-line ground this, perform the entire test profile you probably won't fly your test at feature perpendicular to your course at a heavy weight, and then spotsea level on a standard day. The re- that passes through your check- check several airspeeds at a nearsult is your calibrated airspeed for points. Another advantage to using minimum weight. If your comparithe observed airspeed you flew dur- your shadow is that you can fly son yields a significant difference, ing the test. much higher—a couple hundred you may want to perform the entire test profile at maximum and To eliminate the effect -1.5 nmminimum weights. of wind, fly a reciprocal The FAA recommends testheading for each test and ing several speeds between 1.3 average the ground speeds Wind / VS1 and maximum level flight (Figure 1). Repeat this 030/5/ speed. V S1 is your airplane's process for the range of airstall speed in the tested conspeeds your plane is capafiguration. The 1.3 factor is ble of flying, and you can Run 1 Run 2 there for safety. Remember, create a table or plot of calI. you'll be low and slow, and ibrated versus observed airI that means you won't have a speed. Repeat the entire I lot of options should someprocess for each different thing go wrong. landing gear and flap conSelect a ground course figuration to get additional whose length is compatible applicable plots or tables. Heading 090 Heading 270 Time = 36.6 sec Time = 35.4 sec with your airplane's speed There are a few ground lage to help balance the ram and low pressures to minimize the errors.) Besides sideslips, anything that influences the slipstream to change speed or direction (like the propeller, wing, door hinges, rivet heads, etc.) can cause false static pressure sensing. And this includes changing your flying speed. The only way to know how these changes affect your airspeed reading is a flight test to calibrate your installed system. You can calibrate your airspeed system using several acceptable methods that range from exotic laser tracking or flying formation with a pace airplane (but not a pace plane calibrated with another airplane that was calibrated with...) to a fairly math-intensive tower flyby or the simple ground course.



Gnd Spd = 147.5 kt : Gnd Spd = 152.5 kt rules for the ground course method. You'll need a 147.5 + 152.5 ground course with some Avg Gnd Spd = = 150 kt special features. It should be essentially flat because you may be flying at a low Figure 1



range. FAA Advisory Circular 23-8A, "Flight Test Guide for Certification of Part 23 Airplanes," recommends a 5-mile course for airspeeds faster than 250 knots and a 1-mile course Sport Aviation
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Test Pilot for airspeeds slower than 100 knots. your eyes on the terrain as you apFor an airplane with a test speed proach your test altitude. If it looks range of 65 to 150 knots, a 1.5-mile course is probably a good choice. Course length is up to you, but longer courses require very demand-



safety is prudent. You and he or she



must decide whether the benefits like you're too low, raise your test al- outweigh the risks. titude to a more comfortable height. Begin your timing as you pass the Steady is essential. Have the a i r - start checkpoint. Gall "hack" into plane stabilized in the test configura- your recorder or transmit or say it



ing flying for longer periods, and tion at the test airspeed in level flight shorter courses can mean larger air- at the test altitude on the correct speed errors if your timing is off. For heading with the power set before example, a 1-second timing error on passing the start checkpoint. a 1-mile course flown at 150 knots Record your configuration, presproduces a 6-knot airspeed error. sure altitude, observed airspeed, outThat same 1-second timing error on side air temperature (OAT), and run a 5-mile course causes an airspeed er- direction before you pass the start



over the intercom for your copilot



to operate the stopwatch. Your hands should remain on the stick



and throttle.



Maintain your altitude throughout the test run. Because you were



already established "on condition"



before the run began, there should ror of less than 2 knots. checkpoint. Include altitude, air- be no need to make power or trim Finally, remember to use nautical speed, and OAT in your scan during adjustments. If the airspeed changes miles when computing your speed the run, and update your recorded during the run, scratch that run and in knots. Mixing and matching nau- data, if necessary, after the test run. try it again. Use the horizon as a tical and statute miles and speeds These parameters should not change, pitch attitude indicator to avoid and recording them when estab- chasing an artificial horizon, vertical gives some interesting errors. lished for the test run but before the speed indicator, or any other flight start checkpoint frees you to concen- instrument. Keep your eyes outside Test Procedure Do not make your first pass over trate on steady flying with a diligent the cockpit. Passing your end checkpoint, stop the ground test course during your outside scan. (Figure 2 shows a samyour timing. Make a qualitative asairplane's first test flight. Preview ple data card.) This is a risky flight environment, sessment of the run you just perthe course the day before to become familiar with it. Survey the so stack the safety deck in your fa- formed. If the airspeed varied or you course from a safe altitude, say, vor. Rather than writing your data made aggressive control inputs or 1,500 feet AGI,, m a k i n g sure t h a t on a kneeboard, consider using a mi- the heading wandered, consider not you have p l e n t y of t u r n a r o u n d cro tape recorder (properly secured counting that run, and start again room at both ends. with wires safely routed) or transmit- with the reciprocal heading. Give yourself p l e n t y of room to Look for your checkpoints, obsta- ting your data to someone on the turn around for the reciprocal headcles, and other disqualifying features ground to record. If you've accomplished your FAA- ing run. There's no need to remain at like wires, farm animals, etc. Then required flyoff (and you have an ex- the low test altitude during this repomake a run in both directions at a comfortable cruise airspeed at a lower tra seat), a copilot can record the sitioning. Leave yourself enough altitude. Make a few more passes at data you call out over the intercom. room to get established on condition progressively lower altitudes, until A second crew member can provide before beginning the second run. you are satisfied the course is suitable another set of eyes for monitoring With enough turnaround room, you and you are comfortable flying it at altitude, keeping an eye in the en- should be able to accomplish the gine instruments, and watching for turn and setup without changing the low test altitude. As part of your test planning, de- birds. Now that I've suggested an on- power or trim if you fly smoothly. Repeat the process on the reciprotermine the correct MSL altitude board human data recorder, let me that will put your plane at the de- discourage this idea. Test flights can cal heading. When you are satisfied sired safe AGL altitude, based on the be risky, and the m i n i m u m flight with the quality of two reciprocal course's known elevation. After crew essential to the flight test or runs, set up for the next test airspeed you've established the desired test altitude, set your altimeter to 29.92 to Airspeed Indicator Calibration with GPS? There are several easy-to-perform methods that calibrate an airspeed read the pressure altitude you'll need indicator using GPS, but their accuracy remains questionable. to calculate density altitude after Believers and dissenters seem to feel strongly, and many are not shy your test flight. The barometric pressure can about voicing their opinions. Perhaps a reader or two wouldn't mind sharing their GPS airspeed calibration stories with us for discussion in change between your weather brief and arrival at the course, so keep a future "Test Pilot." —Ed Kolano 106
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

accurate time hack by noting when your shadow passes the .... airplane's first test flight. Preview the course ... Give yourself plenty of room to turn around for the ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Test Pilot. JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uis- cussed an airplane's vari- ... which is what we pilots read on the ..... data you call out over the intercom. A second crew ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

... below 10,000 feet pressure altitude up to 200 knots. 102 MARCH 2001 ..... Send your comments and sug- gestions to Test Pilot, EAA Publica- tions, P.O. Box ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-.
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 

cards brimming with numbers, it's time to transform them ... FPA Flight path angle. Figure 1 block is simply ... A persoiiali/ed membership card and EAA decals;.
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 

... forces or an overly sensitive feel, which means small. 102 JUNE 2000 .... As you perform all these sug- gested evaluations individually, remember that this is ...
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Test Pilot: Finding Vx 

why we discarded it. This month "Test Pilot" will use the same raw data to determine the. RV-6A's maximum climb angle and the associated airspeedâ€”Vx. Figure ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Test Pilot. Climb. Performance. The best rate depends on power, and ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. ... Contact us for more details, including prices, at.
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering 

This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

pletely accurate. FAA airworthiness ... To do its job accurately, the static port must be ... efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in the air. And ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

manometer, which applies air pres- sure to the airspeed indicator. The applied pressures correspond to ap- propriate airspeed readings, and the technician ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

static port. Because your airspeed indicator compares the pressure from the pitot .... If all these different airspeed cor- rections sound intimidating, take heart.
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

Jun 1, 2003 - 10,000 feet and more than 470 mph at 20,000 feet. Of course, if the quoted airspeed for this pressurized airplane is true airspeed at a pressure.
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

neuvers near your airplane's limit load factor can ... the repeated climbs and descents ... and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you ..... You'll know whether you ... In reality you can ignore this in most homebuilts.
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

structure, giving it an ultimate load factor of 5.7g. ... This is the ultimate load fac- tor line. ... plane at 1 1 7 knots or less ensures that it will .... loading to the left of the original stall line .... through Cirrus For DynCorp DUATS Windows
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

You repeat this until you've covered the entire range of possible climb airspeeds. If your airplane had a smoke system, the repeated climbs and descents.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Mar 8, 2003 - feet above the water, you'll have to climb. No matter how .... House & Air Show ... ly, it depends on T-D, which is called excess thrust. The ratio ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

Maneuvering. Diagram. Flying safely inside the V-n boundaries. ED KOLANO knots calibrated airspeed, and stalls, wings-level, at 60 knots. It's a home- built, but ...
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